
Film Which bit? What is it good for? 

Dead Poets Society  Carpe Diem at the beginning  

 “Rip” section 

 Jumping off the desk 

 Funny walks in the quadrngle 

 Seize the day, What is education really about? 

 The principles of assessment. Good teaching  

 seeing things from a different perspective 

 Everyone is different 

La vie est bella  
    (Life is Beautiful) 

 Beginning, a Jew in Rome 

 1/3 way in, prison barracks 

 Absence of prejudice 

 We hear what we want to 

Educating Rita 2/3 way in, Rita comes back from her 
course 

The learner outgrows the teacher 

Master &    
   Commander 

2/3 way in, conversation between Doctor 
Stephen and the Master 

The nature of Leadership (one view!) 

Full Monty ½ way, an attempt to teach them to 
dance 

Recruit the learners themselves, and their ideas, if you 
want them to learn something 

Chicken Run The bit in the shed where they are trying 
out the catapault with the turnip. 

Trying different ways of doing things and not giving up 
if it doesn't work at first 

Ground Hog Day Choose any scene that shows repetitive 
nature 

metaphor for how we can live our lives day to day with 
no significant change 

Don Juan de Marco Scene near start where psychiatrist talks 
Juan off roof top by pacing him (entering 
his map of the world) 

whole movie is marvellous comment on the map is not 
the territory. 
 

Truly Madly Deeply  Romantic comedy that also conveys in metaphor how 
the mind holds onto the deceased loved one 

Good Will Hunting Second meeting of psychiatrist and Will 
                                  

Explains the difference between a ‘declarative’ and a 
‘functioning’ knowledge of life and love. 

It’s a Wonderful World Where Clarence, George Baily’s Guardian 
angel, jumps into the river to save 
George from suicide. 

Living an ‘ordinary’ life to your values and principles 
has a ripple effect. (Thanks Jonas Miller) 

The Doctor Scene when surgeon has his students 
undergo themselves the investigations 
they order for their patients 

Insensitive surgeon changes perspective when he 
develops cancer. 
 

One Flew over the 
    Cuckoo Nest 

Whole movie about life 
in a mental institution  

 

Abuse of power              

The Big Chill, 
The Accidental  
   Tourist,  
Grand Canyon 

Films of Lawrence Kasdan Human relationships 

David Copperfield Scene when David is told of Mother’s 
death 
 

Stimulus to discuss the who, when and where of 
breaking bad news.    

Mr Deeds Goes to  
   Town 

A bit at the end of the original film About personal responsibility and integrity 

Bambi There's the bit where bambi learns to 
walk with the aid of "thumper"……… 
 

…..his mentor 

When a Man Loves a 
Woman 

The section where she arrives home 
drunk and hits her daughter and then 
collapses in the shower 

The effect of alcoholism on families 

The Sea Within The whole movie Euthanasia and personal choices in a man with a 
cervical spine injury – ehtical issues 

Dirty Pretty Things The whole movie Regugee doctors. Organ transplants and organ sales 

Tuesdays with Moori  Teaching about death and leadership 

Only Fools and Horses 
Series 6 

Del Boy visits the doctor Diversity and cultural misunderstanding 



 

Red Beard – Akira 
Kurosawa 

Bit where the new young doctor thinks 
he can “understand & save” the young 
female patient with mental health 
problems 

Taking advice from wiser more experienced colleagues 

Iris The whole movie. 

 About Iris Murdoch 
and her husband and 
their struggles with her 
dementia based on his 
book. 

Dementia and it’s effects on the patient and the family 

A Beautiful Mind The whole movie. 

 Vivid portrayal by 
Russell Crowe of a top 
scientist who develops 
schizophrenia 

Schizophrenia, mental health disease & its effects 

Vera Drake The whole movie Abortion – illegal abortion and ethical issues around 
abortion 


